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UD SYMPOSIUM ON TECID-JOLOGY
VALUES APRIL 9 AND 10

l~

DAYTON, OHIO, March 28 , 1980 - -- "Vl.1hose values should guide technology? " is
the focus of the UD Symposium on Technology and Values April 9 and 10. The symposium
is a part of the activities scheduled in conjunction with the installation of Brother
Raymond Fitz, S.11., as the seventeenth preS~dent of UD on April 11.
Questions of values and technology \vill be addressed in a series of presentations,
panel responses and general discussions of~~arious technology-related tepics.
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will look at the past, present, and future lof technology and its impact on society.
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Dr. Joseph Martino will start off the symposium on ft\Yednesday evening, April 9,
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with a presentation on the future growth , of technology.
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developments and predicting their 'so6ial
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chairman of Mead Corporation, "Ji~t~ st5e~k on va¥f.i'
~~ , in "fn,o';._ustrial decision making.
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McSwj.ney has gained prominence in the l':mlp and paper indust~illld
is trustee
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director for a number of educational and charitable organizations" as well as for
several business corporations.
Thursday's speakers will cover a gamut of top ics.

Dr. Melvin Kranzberg,

founder-editor of the journal Technology and Culture, and national president of
Sigma Xi, the national scientific research society , will talk about the need to
-more-
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